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Figure SI 1: Representative TEM/SEM images of calcination routes: direct calcination in air (route 1), calcination in oxidative atmosphere (route 2) and plasma treatment (route 3).
Figure SI 2: PXRD patterns of carbon/H₃PMo composite calcined at 360 °C for 20 h in air. Symbols denote expected reflex positions for monoclinic (+), orthorhombic (°) MoO₃, cubic H₃PMo (*) and partially reduced molybdenum oxides (°) such as (Mo₄O₁₁, Mo₈O₂₃, respectively.
Figure SI 3: Pore diameter and wall thicknesses evolution as function of calcination time.
Plasma treatment

Figure SI 4: TEM micrograph of POM-plasma at low magnification.
Figure SI 4: FTIR spectra of plasma treated bulk material showing the four characteristic vibrations attributed to H$_3$PMo.